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during installation of the prototype system in an audi a8, the swedish road administration (srf) was responsible for the hosting of the on-board database and for the updating of the navigation software. the database was made available via the internet in the regional
navigation tool (rnt) via the e-road data site . the srf also ensures the consistency of the database and validates the authenticity of the data. in addition to the road information, the navigation software provides the vehicle position on the digital map and can also be used

to guide the driver. in order to validate the navigation software, the car was driven in different roads in the city of stockholm until a total of approximately 500 km had been covered by the navigation system. the validation included the determination of the position of
the vehicle in its lane, its position in relation to the edges of the road, the number and direction of lanes in the road, the wayfinding functionality, traffic lights, junctions and roundabouts, the speed limits, the limits of the city, the opening and closing times of shops, etc.

for the duration of the road tests, the navigation system displayed a warning message if an unexpected status was detected. the tests concluded that the navigation system provides a valid position, is accurate in distance, and has a satisfactory behaviour. the st is a
digital road map. it is based on three layers: the road map, points of interests, and the administrative boundaries. the road map layer is derived from the european road map published by the european environment agency (eea). it is mainly derived from international,

national and regional road atlases. as the current version of the road map was released in 2007, we have used this version. updates are done about every three months. the points of interest layer is based on the map at nationalgeographic.se . the points of interest can
be linked to other points of interest, as well as the roads they are on. the administrative boundaries layer is based on the national government repository of administrative boundaries. these layers are assembled into nmea sentences. the road map layer is the most

important layer. it is also the most difficult to get right because it is the most accurate. it has a centimeter accuracy but also a world class accuracy. it is derived from a very detailed road database from the german side.
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the development of network-based navigation systems by audi has made a commitment to the responsible use of the collected data. audi is a member of the european group for electronic road data for mobility and transport (e-gedm) . audi is also a member of the open
location code (olc) initiative and therefore maintains the specifications for the open location code standard. the audi system is currently released for the olc specification version 2.0. but the audi system works on any version of the standard. the combined use of the audi

system and the olc standard allows the interoperability of the systems of different manufacturers. the ability to delete stored map routes enables road users to store their favorite routes in the navigation system. the navigation+ service provides an overview of the
stored route list. pressing the delete button removes all routes from the list. in addition, all routes are set for permanent deletion once the button is pressed. at the moment, florida does not use any kind of highway identification systems. it is not even referred as

“highway” and there is no name for the divisions of these types of roads. our closest comparison would be a street. if you can look for a number, a street sign or a two-digit number, this is a highway. also, there is no “state road” what is “state road” in europe? or even a
“main st.” name. instead, there are names for each street, which correspond to the town they go through. today we are launching an updated version of the digital road map europe project website. the new website has more open and interactive elements, and is a

reflection of our commitment to supporting and growing the europa navigation (rmc) digital road map brand and our vision of engaging the european public. the website is currently available in english, french and italian. 5ec8ef588b
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